Leadership is inclusive of, but not identical to, management.

Leadership throughout the business world routinely face challenges of many kinds. These challenges can be difficult staffing decisions at a growing company, powerful stakeholders with conflicting desires, hitches in a new product launch that imperil tight timelines, and so much more.

To overcome any of these obstacles, business leaders must demonstrate leadership skills, including communication, negotiation, professional and interpersonal skills, and the ability to manage change.

Overcome Leadership Challenges

Leadership Challenges may take a number of different forms depending on faculty preference and course content, but each one models a typical business problem you will face in a leadership role and trains you through the four-step process for making ethical, empathetic, and responsible decisions.

1. Listen and Learn:
   - Relevant information is gathered by communicating with all stakeholders to gather meaning and understand the context of the situation.

2. Assess and Analyze:
   - The problem is identified and each stakeholder affected is considered.

3. Propose and Present a Course of Action:
   - An appropriate plan is communicated and the decision is made.

4. Design and Deliver:
   - The decision is carried out and the situation is addressed in developing a resolution to the situation, as well as the outcome is assessed.

The Albers School of Business and Economics embraces this mission by offering business education that prioritizes empathy, communication, and social responsibility. The management training provided in our Online MBA program is designed to train the next generation of leaders for a world that is both complex and fast-paced.

The Online MBA program from Seattle University is engineered for growth and success. We are dedicated to preparing students to lead in a changing world.

Our Curriculum:

Engineering for Growth and Success

Our mission pays off.

Our mission to educate leaders to create positive change in the world has been realized through the programs and offerings of the Albers School of Business and Economics. From our commitment to social responsibility to our focus on creating ethical leaders, the Albers School of Business and Economics is dedicated to preparing students to lead in a changing world.

Earn an In-Demand Degree

Our Programs:

- Online MBA
- Professional MBA
- Executive MBA
- Master of Accountancy
- Master of Finance
- Master of Management

The Albers School of Business and Economics offers a variety of programs that are designed to meet the needs of students seeking to advance their careers in business.

Meaningful connections are made between students in our on-campus programs. Previous trips have included China, Africa, and South America. The Albers School of Business and Economics also hosts a Transcendent Residency Retreat, an off-campus experience where students gather to reflect on their experiences and to participate in team-building activities. This weekend-long event is designed to enhance the social network Redhawk Landing, and to build a sense of community among students.

- Tom Lamanna, Online MBA student

"I think saying that this weekend was a 'great experience' would be quite the understatement. I feel that the experience was organic and that each interaction was authentic. I truly felt like leadership was being displayed by each of the experiences."

Ready to take the next step in your career? Start an Application today.
We encourage all students who are interested in developing into well-rounded, collaborative, and ethical leaders in our Online MBA program have the ability to do so. How can we help you on your journey?

Visit us online. And if you think you're ready to join us at Seattle University, visit us online.

Admissions Requirements

Applicants to the Online MBA program are required to submit the following materials and meet the following requirements before the designated application deadline:

• Official transcripts should be sent to:
  P.O. Box 222000
  Seattle, WA 98122-1090

  • Unofficial transcripts from all undergraduate and post-baccalaureate coursework are required.

  • Alumni who graduated from Seattle University with an undergraduate degree or higher from Seattle University or a recognized college or university in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, or South Africa.

  • Alumni who graduated from the Albers School of Business and Economics with a 3.25 cumulative GPA or higher

  • Letter of recommendation from an employer, if required. TOEFL, IELTS, and PTE are accepted

  • GMAT or GRE scores (considered optional for certain programs)

  • Resume/CV

  • Optional personal statement:

  • English-language proficiency scores may be requested for international students

  • International transcripts will be evaluated in-house due to COVID-19

  Please note:

  • Official transcripts should be sent to the Admissions Office at the address above.

  • Unofficial transcripts from all undergraduate and post-baccalaureate coursework are required.

  • Alumni who graduated from Seattle University with an undergraduate degree or higher from Seattle University or a recognized college or university in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, or South Africa.

  • Alumni who graduated from the Albers School of Business and Economics with a 3.25 cumulative GPA or higher

  • Letter of recommendation from an employer, if required. TOEFL, IELTS, and PTE are accepted

  • GMAT or GRE scores (considered optional for certain programs)

  • Resume/CV

  • Optional personal statement:

  • English-language proficiency scores may be requested for international students

  • International transcripts will be evaluated in-house due to COVID-19


Apply Now